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Learning from Engineers to Develop a Model of Disciplinary Literacy in 

Engineering (Year 3) 

 
Project Overview 

 

To broaden participation in engineering and improve the accessibility of high quality curricular 

materials that reflect the authentic nature of the engineering discipline, new approaches to 

teaching engineering at the K-12 and undergraduate education levels must be explored. One 

approach to introducing students to rigorous, discipline-specific content is through the use of 

Disciplinary Literacy Instruction (DLI). DLI is an instructional approach that equips students to 

utilize the evaluative frameworks and reading and writing strategies that are employed by expert 

practitioners in a particular discipline [1].     

 

Models of DLI for K-12 instruction have been introduced in subjects such as history [2], math 

[3], and science [4], but there has been little research exploring a model for DLI in engineering. 

Thus, this project aims to develop a model of DLI in engineering that can be used in both K-12 

and undergraduate engineering settings. This model of DLI will be informed by the strategies 

that practicing engineers employ while reading, writing, interpreting, and evaluating various 

textual genres at their workplace. This research project explores the literacy practices of 

engineers across four disciplines of engineering: electrical/computer, mechanical/aerospace, 

civil/environmental, and chemical/biological. These literacy practices include the textual genres 

that the engineers read and/or write, the frameworks that the engineers employ when interpreting 

or evaluating a text, and the situated social activities in which the genres and frameworks are 

embedded. The knowledge gained about these literacy practices will be translated into a model 

of DLI in engineering to teach students how to use authentic engineering literacy practices as 

they learn discipline-specific engineering content. 

 

We recruited two engineers from each of the selected four disciplines of engineering 

(electrical/computer, mechanical/aerospace, civil/environmental, and chemical/biological) for a 

total of eight engineer participants. All participants were selected from different engineering 

companies to ensure a broad range of environments were captured. Furthermore, we recruited 

engineers whose job functions varied along the product development cycle to capture the various 

core genres and literacy practices essential to that particular role within the design process. These 

selection criteria were intended to strengthen the model of DLI in engineering by incorporating 

practices that are representative of a broad range of engineering job functions that are also 

authentic to each particular discipline.     

 

Major Activities 

 

Data Generation 

The primary forms of data collection for this project include in situ, ethnographic observations at 

each engineers’ workplace followed by semi-structured interview and think-aloud protocols. 

Over the course of six months, we observed each engineer twice per month for two hours. 

Following the two observations, we then conducted a two-hour interview and think-aloud session 

once per month in which the engineers recounted their thought processes as they read and 



 

 

evaluated a particular text that we observed them using. In total, we conducted 12 observations 

and six interview and think-aloud sessions with each of the eight engineers. Table 1 provides a 

summary of the engineer participants, their discipline, and work focus. 

 

Table 1: Summary of the engineer participants in this study.  

 

Engineering discipline Pseudonym Specialization Work focus 

Electrical/Computer Allen Operating system development Conceptual development and 

field support 

 Barry Hardware design and testing Testing and field support 

Mechanical/Aerospace Bart Analysis and design Conceptual and detailed 

product design 

 Kara Process development Management 

Civil/Environmental Trevor Municipal engineering Project management and 

engineering oversight 

 Alice Data management, processing, 

and control 

Data management and research 

Chemical/Biological Kendra Biological process engineering Management 

 Brenda Quality assurance Operations management and 

continuous improvement 

  

 

In Year 1, we collected and analyzed data with the electrical/computer engineers. In Year 2, we 

collected data from the mechanical/aerospace engineers and analyzed the data from the 

electrical/computer engineers. In Year 3, we analyzed the data from the mechanical/aerospace 

engineers, and we have begun collecting data with the civil/environmental engineers and the 

chemical/biological engineers. As of ASEE 2020, we have completed data collection with the 

two mechanical/aerospace, two civil/environmental, and two electrical/computer engineers. We 

are continuing to collect data with our final set of engineer participants in chemical and 

biological engineering.  

 

Data Analysis 

Analysis of the field notes from the on-site observations and of the interview and think-aloud 

data is ongoing. This study uses a multiple, comparative case study approach [5] in which each 

engineer is a bounded case. We used constant-comparative analysis (CCA) techniques [6] to 

generate initial and focused codes from the field notes taken with each engineer. The initial 



 

 

codes represented the different forms of textual genres the engineers engaged with while 

working. These codes and their respective definitions were then added to the developing 

codebook. The codebook was revised and refined as additional genres appeared in the 

observation files. To ensure accuracy in analyzing the observation files, one member of the 

research team independently coded the files, while a second member of the research team back-

coded the same files to establish agreement on the emerging codes.    

 

Analyses of the transcripts from the interview and think-aloud sessions are also ongoing. The 

research team holds bi-monthly meetings in which each member independently reviews each 

transcript and generates a set of themes related to the reading and writing practices and cognitive 

frameworks used by each engineer. These emerging themes inform our interpretation of the 

evaluative frameworks that engineers use while they read and wrote genres in the context of 

socially situated activities. After independently reviewing each transcript, the team members 

then discussed the similarities and differences that were found among each other’s perspectives. 

Preliminary results from the initial round of coding with the mechanical/aerospace and 

electrical/computer engineers were presented at the 2019 ASEE Annual Conference and 

Exposition [7].   

 

Ensuring Quality 

 

Advisory Board Feedback 

Throughout the project duration, our research team held meetings with our project advisory 

board consultants who have expertise in disciplinary literacy, engineering education, and K-12 

engineering education research. The consultants provided feedback on our study design, data 

generation procedures, and preliminary interpretations from the data to ensure that our 

perceptions of the engineering literacy practices were accurate. Additionally, our advisory board 

provided feedback on our codebook and thematic analysis from the interview and think-aloud 

data.  

 

Engineering Consultant Feedback 

Engineering consultants from each discipline of engineering (one mechanical, one electrical, one 

civil, one biological) reviewed and provided feedback on our emerging codebook. We revised 

code names and definitions based on their suggestions to ensure our interpretations were 

authentic to the nature of the individual disciplines of engineering. 

 

Preliminary Findings 

 

We have found that the textual genres read by the engineers are more closely tied to the 

individual disciplines of engineering. For example, Allen, the electrical engineer specializing in 

software, frequently edited and debugged source codes and validated the results of the source 

code outputs after making changes depending on the desired functionality and output of the 

source code. Bart, the mechanical engineer specializing in design, frequently consulted three-

dimensional CAD models demonstrating the concept and functionality of his company’s 

products. Trevor, the civil engineer, frequently evaluated design review documents as part of his 

company’s formal evaluation of a project’s design while also consulting industry design 

standards to ensure those designs adhered to the necessary performance parameters within his 



 

 

industry of work. Lastly, Brenda was heavily involved in ensuring that her company’s processes, 

workflows, and procedures were operating as intended through the use of process management 

and improvement documents.   

 

Although engineers from different disciplines read different genres, we found that they used 

similar evaluative frameworks regardless of their disciplines. Additionally, we found they 

engaged in similar situated social activities. For example, we found that repeatability was an 

evaluative framework that was used by all of the engineers. Barry described how he wanted to 

ensure that their hardware could produce the same results in the field as it did during testing: 

 

“And now also we have the capability of understanding how we can duplicate that 

behavior on the bench so that we don’t have to go out into a vehicle in order to be able to 

perform these types of tests in order to make sure that we’re still capable of reaching 

what it that we want to reach, and if we do change that what we will need to do that.” 

 

Similarly, the interpretive framework of history was commonly employed by all of the engineers 

across the disciplines. For example, Bart described in an interview how he relied on a design’s 

history to work on projects going forward: 

 

“So if I’m doing, there’s not a lot, if ever, we do anything that’s totally unique and new. 

So, call that one of the fundamental things of engineering is, see what has been done 

before. And even if you did it before, you can’t remember everything. So whenever doing 

something similar, I refer back to old reports.” 

 

Likewise, the situated social activities in which the genres and frameworks were embedded were 

also commonly visible across the disciplines. A common social activity was engaging in peer 

review. This activity included the solicitation and gathering of feedback from customers, team 

members, or others, depending on the context of the document. Peer review may also occur as 

the engineers learn new information about the topic they are working on or as they familiarize 

themselves with any updates to standards or regulations that inform their work. For example, 

Allen stated he relies on customer feedback in order to identify problems with their products: 

 

“In this case I actually, you know, communicated with...our main guy in England that, 

you know, is close to the customers and brings up these problems or. And part of that 

communication at that stage is to try to get more information from the customer.” 

 

Similarly, Bart described how part of his company’s design review process was to obtain 

feedback from their customers: 

 

“And then I also do a fair amount of documentation on the analysis. Verify that designs 

meet various codes and participate in design reviews with customers.” 

 

Based on these preliminary results, we envision a model for DLI in engineering where the textual 

genres are more closely tied to the individual engineering disciplines, and the frameworks and 

situated social activities are more broadly encountered across the engineering disciplines as 

whole. We anticipate that the more general literacy practices can be used to inform curriculum 



 

 

development at the K-12 level, while the practices more specific to the individual disciplines can 

inform curricular materials for undergraduate engineering education.   

 

Future Activities 

 

The data collected and analyzed throughout this project will inform the development of a model 

of DLI in engineering that can be used by teachers and practitioners in both K-12 and 

undergraduate educational environments. This model will be translated into standards-aligned 

instructional materials, including videos, lesson plans, and curricular units, and will be made 

widely available to ensure that all students have access to high-quality, authentic engineering 

content. For example, a K-12 science curriculum could be coupled with a model of DLI in 

engineering to encourage students to use authentic engineering literacy practices to solve grade-

appropriate design problems. Similarly, for undergraduate engineering education, DLI could 

support a problem-based learning (PBL) engineering pedagogy by promoting the use of authentic 

literacy practices while engaging in the solution process of a complex engineering problem.       
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